Lipidomics Analysis of Postmortem Interval: Preliminary Evaluation of Human Skeletal Muscle
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Abstract

Background: Biochemical determinations of human postmortem interval have focused on acute biomarkers of alterations in metabolites and in microbial generation of amino acids, organic acids, and volatile amines and acids. The need for a reliable biomarker of tissue deterioration on a longer time scale is clear. To determine if structural glycerophospholipids might be of value in this regard, we undertook a lipidomics evaluation of human skeletal muscle at several intervals postmortem.

Methods: Human anterior quadriceps muscle was excised at 1, 9, and 24 days postmortem. Tissue was extracted with tert butyl methylether and methanol and the extracts submitted to shotgun lipidomics analysis.

Results: Sterol sulfates, very-long-chain fatty acids, choline plasmalogens, ethanolamine plasmalogens, and phosphatidylglycerols all were found to decline over the 24 day postmortem period. Free fatty acids were found to increase over the same time period.

Conclusion: Tissue degradation over time postmortem appears to be reliably monitored by the decline in complex structural glycerophospholipids. The contribution of microbes to this degradation remains to be defined. These preliminary data support further evaluations of this lipidomics approach.
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Introduction

The postmortem changes that occur in a corpse are incredibly complex, involving metabolic changes in the corpse, the endogenous microbiome, and in exogenous invasive microbes. While there are a number of biochemical parameters that have been used to estimate short postmortem intervals, limited efforts have been applied to investigating longer postmortem intervals. Such biochemical parameters would be valuable for practicing forensic anthropologists, medical examiners, DMORT (Disaster Mortuary Operations Response Teams), law enforcement agencies, and human rights investigators. Previous biochemical analyses have focused on tissue amino and organic acid levels [1-4], aqueous humor potassium [4,5], and 3-methoxytyramine in the putamen [5,6], a metabolite of dopamine that is released postmortem [7,8], and proteins [9]. There also are publications of the analysis of volatile organics in soil around a corpse [10-13]. However, such biochemical parameters are extremely variable and difficult to reliably quantify without rapid transfer of samples in sealed containers to the appropriate analytical facilities. Postmortem biochemical studies are complicated by the multiple sources of metabolites. These include metabolites from the corpse, the GI flora of the corpse, and invasive microbes after death. These diverse metabolic sources make the interpretation of amino and organic acid analyses difficult. We hypothesized that, in marked contrast to these complicated interpretations, lipidomic biomarkers of membrane degradation might have the potential to more accurately predict the rate of postmortem tissue decay. The investigation of human structural lipids that degrade postmortem is a research area that has not been investigated to-date and represents new data for building a post-mortem biochemical database. We therefore undertook a pilot study utilizing high resolution mass spectrometry platforms to examine potential biomarkers of time-dependent postmortem tissue degradation. New lipidomics analytical platforms allow for detailed analyses of these processes. Utilization of lipidomics in postmortem studies offer the potential to generate data to build the first comprehensive database of changes in the lipidome in diverse biochemical pathways and in structural biomolecules that have never been assayed before in postmortem studies. Structural glycerophospholipids (GPL) are one of the most abundant lipid families that are critical for membrane and organelle integrity. The breakdown of these structural lipids is a slow process and was anticipated to yield new biomarkers of postmortem tissue degradation.

Materials and Methods

Postmortem samples

Samples (10-14 mg wet wt) of the anterior quadriceps were excised from a corpse stored at 34°F at the Forensic Anthropology Center at the University of TN, Knoxville. Samples were taken at 1, 9, and 24 days postmortem and frozen for transfer to the analytical facilities at LMU-DCOM. Muscle was processed via sonication utilizing tert-buty methylether and methanol for extraction of lipids [14,15]. The extraction solution contained [1H1] arachidonic acid, [2H1] hexacosanoic acid, [3H1] PtdEtn 34:1, [4H1] PtdCh 34:1, and [5H1] PI 34:1 as internal standards (Avanti Polar Lipids). Extracts were dried by centrifugal vacuum
evaporation and dissolved in isopropanol:methanol:chloroform 4:2:1 containing 7.5 mM ammonium acetate. Shotgun lipidomics were performed utilizing high-resolution (140,000 at 200 amu; sub-ppm mass accuracy) data acquisition on an orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Q Exactive), with successive switching between polarity modes [15]. Washes between samples with hexane/ethanol acid (3:2) were used to minimize ghost effects. In negative ESI, the anions of ethanolamine plasmalogens, phosphatidylglycerols, and fatty acids were quantitated and lipid identities validated by MS/MS [15]. In positive ESI, the cations of choline plasmalogens were quantitated and lipid identities validated by MS/MS [15].

Data analysis

Metabolite levels are expressed as nmol or pmol per mg wet weight. In cases of compounds for which we did not have analytical standards, the ratio (R) to an appropriate internal standard was used and corrected for tissue wet weight.

Results

Sterol sulfates

Sterol sulfates are metabolic pools that serve as reservoirs of sterols in humans. These were anticipated to decline postmortem, and this was found to be the case with cholesterol sulfate and dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEA sulfate) (Figure 1). DHEA sulfate is the major circulating steroid hormone in humans.

Short Chain Fatty acids and Very-Long-Chain Fatty Acids (VLCFAs)

Short chain fatty acids are major energy sources for both resident and invading microbes in a corpse. We anticipated that these fatty acids would increase with tissue deterioration, both from the breakdown of tissue lipid stores and microbial metabolism. This was found to be the case with arachidonic acid and the associated fatty acid, sciadonic acid (Figure 2).

VLCFAs are the products of complex lipid metabolism in humans and decrease with postmortem interval as demonstrated for hexacosanoic (26:0) and octacosanoic (28:0) acids (Figure 2).

Ethanolamine Plasmalogens (PlsEtn) & Choline Plasmalogens (PlsCh)

PlsEtn are major components of cell membranes and the membranes of cellular organelles. These complex lipids were found to decrease (Figure 3) with postmortem tissue degradation as depicted for PlsEtn(18:0/18:1) and PlsEtn(18:0/22:6).

PlsCh also are major components of cell membranes and the membranes of cellular organelles. These complex lipids decrease with postmortem tissue degradation (Figure 3).

Phosphatidylglycerols

We also monitored time-dependent decreases in muscle levels phosphatidylglycerols Figure 4, which are structural GPL and precursors to mitochondrial cardiolipins.

Discussion

It simply cannot be overstated or overemphasized that the landmark Daubert v. Merrell-Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. decision forever changed the face of the forensic sciences in terms of research, practice, and policy. This decision mandates that scientific knowledge is derived from empirical testing using scientific methods that are based on reliable principles and methods [16,17]. Scientific researchers must ensure that methods are sufficiently relevant, robust, and reliable to satisfy admissibility standards. Postmortem interval (PMI) estimates made by examining gross morphological changes in tissues (color changes, skin slippage, bloating, marbling, etc.) are subjective, lack quantification and error rates, and are subject to significant error in the event that the decompositional environment is unfamiliar or unknown. In this study we utilized high resolution mass spectrometry to perform shotgun lipidomics analyses of muscle samples. These are established methods for the lipidomics analysis of complex biological samples [15].

We obtained exciting preliminary data of changes in a number of lipid metabolites that have not been reported previously for postmortem studies. The declines that we monitored in structural glycerophospholipids are consistent with our hypothesis that these lipids would undergo slower degradation profiles and may ultimately provide a more accurate index of postmortem interval.
In summary, the use of a shotgun lipidomics assay platform generated the quantitative data required to drive a lipidomics analysis of skeletal muscle tissue during postmortem tissue degradation and ultimately to provide more accurate and robust biomarkers of postmortem interval for forensic studies. This preliminary analysis has demonstrated that lipodomic analyses of postmortem tissues are suitable to provide quantitative, objective PMI estimates with associated error terms. With more sampling points we will be able to generate superior regression curves (linear and/or nonlinear, as deemed appropriate) for the time courses in the degradation of individual glycerophospholipids. In addition, sampling of multiple tissues will provide a better definition of optimal biomarkers and optimal tissues for sampling. This approach has the potential to establish reliable biochemical criteria for postmortem interval over a long postmortem period and in varying environmental conditions.
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